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The next big piece of work on tailings is the implementation guidance, said former International Council on Mining and Metals chief executive.
auditing a business risk approach
With remote working likely to be a feature for an extended period, the processes that underpin daily activity must be critically assessed to ensure they are still delivering what’s required. Any gaps

interview – tom butler, former icmm ceo: holistic approach needed to minimize risk at tailings dams
An assisted audit refers to CAATs This is very useful when an auditor is working to study the business's financial approach and how it can be restructured. A computer model can run several

why it makes sense to audit your business processes
Regulations for business accountability became provide more information to investors. The audit risk model, with its flexibility and broad-based approach, allows auditors to incorporate

advantages and disadvantages to an assisted audit
Shifting from risk to development - responsible business conduct is more important than ever for agriculture. Imagine an agricultural sector without child labour. A fair wage for

the importance of an audit risk model
This maybe the most 'controversial' article within this series, but it's potentially the one that could solve the most headaches, and for a COO/CIO/CTO maybe the one that removes the most stress, if

africa: how responsible business boosts the agriculture sector
Traditional retail might close their brick-and-mortar stores, for example, and transition to exclusively online business. Take a Risk-Based Approach many streams of audit forms is not effective.

agile series: including risk, compliance and internal audit
According to Protiviti's 2021 Next-Generation Internal Audit Survey, most of the chief audit executives (CAEs) and senior internal audit leaders surveyed reported that their teams are still in the

6 tips for managing operational risk in a downturn
The audit side of the firms’ business shouldn’t get paid for introducing a clear roadmap for reform without delay or else we risk further corporate collapses,” the group said.

majority of internal audit groups slow to adopt next-gen technologies and upskill; at risk of becoming obsolete, according to protiviti survey
The Institute for Public Policy Research's claims that audit sector regulation is a “wild west” have been met with disapproval

bonuses are targeted in u.k. crackdown on audit scandals
Smith, a longtime senior writer for Institutional Investor, contributes a bi-weekly column on the policies, practices and

industry torn over audit sector criticism
One of the most popular infosec certifications available for experienced IT professionals who want to improve their security qualifications is a certified information system auditor (CISA)

sustainability is at risk when asset managers are the judge, jury and executors of the esg agenda
The Internal Audit Office helps WSDOT accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management and/or consultants doing

is cisa worth it? auditing the it impact
Workiva Inc. (NYSE:WK) today released Audit Analytics, a new capability integrated into its fit-for-purpose Internal Audit Management solution. Audit Analytics strengthens risk assurance and greatly

audit office
Risk is assessed in four major areas of the business unit: Operational (processes and are transcribed into a formal written report based on the Internal Audit Office's five-step approach:

workiva powers internal audit teams with intuitive analytics and automation capabilities
Red Hat open-sourced TrustyAI, a toolkit for auditing AI decision-making systems, particularly in enterprise environments.

audit process
Auditors should act as the ‘trusted referees’ of corporate Britain, but too often the opposite is the case, says the IPPR.

red hat open-sources trustyai, an auditing tool for ai decision systems
The University of Dayton’s Internal Audit department is an independent business partner disciplined approach to evaluating its processes and offering recommendations to improve internal controls

audit sector is failing society, says ippr
It also asks the Commission to consider extending the role of auditors, obliging them to audit companies’ risk reports and not just their to be learned from the crisis but warned against an

internal audit
Interaptix, the creator of the expert knowledge platform AptixAR, and STP ComplianceEHS, a premier publisher of technical resource guides for environmental, health & safety, transportation, and

call for increased competition in audit sector
To deal with the increasing digitalisation of business transactions, tax authorities are finding ways to increase tax audit efficiency the top” (i.e., the approach to taxes at Board level) by

interaptix and stp complianceehs partner to offer integrated remote audit solution
Companies can establish an Internal Audit Department (IAD) to examine and evaluate, in an independent manner, their business systems and processes, along with controls and risk management.

tax governance in the age of digitalisation
--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Styra and prove compliance with detailed audit logs. “To reduce security and compliance risk, organizations must implement cloud-native authorization policies.

internal audit’s role be properly defined
Technological advances are progressing at an exponential pace in Africa and transforming traditional audit practices can transform our approach to the fundamental business problems we aim

styra releases new compliance packs to further bridge the gap between security and devops teams
“These conditions present risk that financial This approach may also miss an opportunity to fundamentally improve how the department conducts its financial business.”

icaew: technology transforming traditional audit and enhancing quality of risk assessment in africa
BSI, the business improvement and standards company, today launches BSI Connect, an integrated platform supporting audit, risk governance complementary tools to support a hybrid-working approach.

commerce watchdog issues alert on major it modernization project
That’s why digital accessibility should be on the minds of every online retail business. Digital accessibility having an accessibility expert or partner perform your audit may be the best approach

bsi connect launches for improved visibility and efficiency across operations
BeyondTrust DevOps Secrets allows accounts to be automatically removed from the cloud infrastructure when a ‘time-to-live’ duration is reached, significantly reducing a potential attack vector

the abcs of digital accessibility (and beware of shortcuts!)
The luxury firm has launched a diagnosis of its biodiversity footprint as part of efforts to protect its supply chain against the dangers of climate change.

beyondtrust enables enterprises with enhanced 'just-in-time' approach
U.S. air-safety regulators have launched an audit into how a Boeing Co. factory tweak led to a safety problem with some of the plane maker’s 737 MAX aircraft, two years after a pair of fatal crashes

hermès ups biodiversity efforts to combat climate change risk
Last year we watched cybercriminals seize a massive business opportunity The only way to mitigate the risk of a breach is to match ever-evolving threats with ever-evolving security strategy.

boeing’s latest 737 max problem spurs faa audit
Communication and follow-up with business owners was considered a top concern by 38% on internal audit respondents. Internal auditors use audit management and GRC software to manage a wide variety of

accountability and roi: building cybersecurity into your budget
It helps the organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluating and improving the effectiveness of risk management to achieve, our business and

study finds 22% of internal audit teams plan to implement cloud-based audit management or grc software in 2021
Leveraging high-resolution aerial imagery can unlock value for property insurers and set up new ways of doing business and triaging, risk control, and auditing, and reinsurance.

office of compliance, privacy and internal audit
Associated with the securities and exchange business for nearly a decade, and educated in finance, auditing offers a low-risk opportunity to play the silver game. We will analyze FNLPF's

image analytics: a competitive approach for property insurers
The pandemic has forced the board to do most of its firm inspections remotely, while at the same time forcing audit firms and their clients to change the way they do business and the increased

fresnillo plc: a low-risk bet on silver
The BoD delegates the management of the business to the GEB BoD in discharging its governance responsibilities by taking a dynamic approach to audit, issue assurance and risk assessment, calling

pcaob previews inspection changes amid covid
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS approach facilitates their ability to make informed decisions by ensuring that the audit is tailored for each client, always having a link to the assessed risk and the

organization and structure
it operates with a holistic approach and goes beyond the services offered by the traditional audit firms. “The firm’s continuous investment in its IT infrastructure and in its people has

wolters kluwer to host its 2021 audit talks live virtual conference on june 1-2
A state department said a licensing program with financial and safety requirements for recovery homes will save lives, but advocates are pushing back on the added costs.

audit firm parker randall turner awarded
But the approach depends on the nature of noncompliance and the sensitivity of the data. In other words, transferring business contact information may be a low-risk proposition, even if the notice

oversight of pa. recovery homes stalls as officials, advocates disagree on best approach
Beth Fryer is legal counsel at engineering consultancy Atkins In December 2020, the government published its Construction Playbook, a policy document

tips for managing cybersecurity and privacy risks in m&a
It allows for flexibility in approach and is not unnecessarily prescriptive, helping organizations achieve their regulatory and risk-based objectives third-party audit/certification body

will the construction playbook change our approach to risk?
On 18 March 2021, the Department for Business espouse a holistic approach, setting out responsibilities of directors, auditors, shareholders, and the audit regulator. Auditors.

purity-iq™ publishes cannabis gold standard
While the first two have been frustrating to our clients and colleagues, the third potentially presents an opportunity for a refined approach audit requests from vendors during the pandemic.

the government is launching a consultation on reforming the uk’s audit and corporate governance regime
Texas County Memorial Hospital ended 2020 with total operating revenues of $33,360,469 hospital board members and administration heard at their monthly meeting on Tuesday. The number represents an

vendor software license audits have become more frequent. are you prepared?
This necessary task exposes employees to what is considered the most high-risk activity typically undertaken by employees: driving at work. Driving on company business the lack of any proactive

annual hospital audit shows improvement in operating revenue over 2019
forensic and risk management,” Harold asserted. Planning perfect meetings is a prerequisite for remote auditing. As a prelude, one should discuss and agree on the approach, evidence expectations
internal auditors host webinar on the future of remote auditing
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